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Outcome research findings do not support the claim to
superior efficacy made by specific schools



System of therapy or technique only explains a small
portion of outcome variance (<15%), other factors
explain more (e.g., therapeutic alliance, client variables,
extra‐therapeutic factors)



Pure form, RCT‐tested, manualized treatment not
followed by most practitioners



Varied methods demanded by diverse clientele



Leaders moving towards integration

Therapeutic Alliance 30%
Technique/Model 15%
Client variables 40%
Extratherapeutic Factors
15%

Four Routes to Psychotherapy Integration
(Norcross & Goldfried, 2005)


Technical Eclecticism



Theoretical Integration



Common Factors



Assimilative Integration










In social science theories, what is contingent is often
juxtaposed and contrasted with what is fixed, stable, orderly,
and determined.
Order and Chaos: interstitial space between the orderly and
the exceptional, the common and the unique, the patterned
and the contingent
An event that has the possibility to occur, but may not be
probable or intended
A possibility that one has to be prepared for
A possible event that is incidental to something else, or the
condition of being dependent on chance
Implies an element of uncertainty and fluidity









Responsive to client diversity (problem nature, personality,
help‐seeking pattern, demographic differences, etc.) ‐ One
size does not fit all, nor is categorical matching treatment
to problem or population adequate
Beyond common factors: Equifinality versus singular linear
pathway ‐ more than one possible pathway to positive
client change
Differentiates between common factors (variables) and
common elements (procedures, processes)
A meta‐theory that guides practitioners in their choice of
procedure with due regard to multiple contingencies
Conceptual coherence that guides a logical
implementation sequence, informed by a cartography of
the change process: specific and fine tuned










Recognizes individual agency and its reciprocal relationship
with social and environment realities
Domains: motivation, emotion, cognition, behavior – the
spiritual synthesizes and transcends, the political is pervasive
Respects individual uniqueness while engages with
intersecting diversity
Focus on meaning making and transformation: Narrative
analysis and multiple articulation and presentation in the
clinical situation
Grounded in direct practice, while committed to the
integration of theory, practice, and research – respects
multiple ways of knowing, values practice wisdom and
implicit theories
Drug metaphor and the traditional Chinese medicine
metaphor








MCM Thinking
Multiple domains or
dimensions
Reciprocal, intersecting
relationships, conditions
and constitution
Interaction, synthesis,
integration
Contingency, processes
Tentative, open‐ended









Single System
Single domain or
dimension (e.g.,
cognition, emotion)
Simple unilateral
relationship, e.g., cause‐
effect
Binary opposites,
discrete categories
Order, fixed pattern
Paradigmatic, conclusive
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Deprivation

Frustration
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Stimulation, information,
input, feedback
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processing
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Reciprocal
Determination
Food, medication, injury,
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The MCM diagram is not based on categorical thinking, but is
intended for mapping out clinical issues
Human experience often cut across multiple domains, e.g.,
sexuality, culture, spirituality
The domains are not conceived as discrete categories, but
represent interconnected and interactive processes
The environmental and social realities involves multiple
systems and levels of social organization, ranging from family
to community, and even to global, transnational realities. They
also include social discourses, practices, and processes.
The diagram appears to be cross-sectional, but can refer to
historical and developmental processes as well

Culture
Belief Systems
Social Scripts
Discourses

Social
Systems

Immediate
Social World

Communities
Significant
others
Business
Associates

Family
Friends

Institutions
Economy
Social
practices

I.

Engagement and Alliance Building

II. Collaborative Sense‐Making
III. Transforming Dysfunctional Patterns
IV. Achieving Positive Clinical Outcome

1. Clinical practice takes place within a therapeutic space initially

structured by the practitioner and/or the service setting. This
includes community profile, information made available to the
client, service program characteristics, physical setting, and
intake rituals.
2. The client presents a problem situation (complaints, subjective
dis‐ease, crisis, symptoms) through clinical narratives and
behavior.
3. A positive relationship or alliance emerges as the practitioner
demonstrates understanding, acceptance, and collaboration.







Alliance
Established in the early
phase (mostly in the first 3
sessions)
Key components: (1)
shared understanding of
goal; (2) shared
understanding of
processes and tasks; (3)
emotional bond
Remains relatively stabled
over the therapeutic
course. There can be
ruptures, and they can be
repaired

Engagement


In the very beginning,
usually the first session



Key processes: (1)
recognizing major
needs/concerns underlying
client’s presenting issues –
goals to be negotiated
afterwards; (2) attuning to
the client’s emotional
experience, “getting” the
emotional content,
responding emotionally

1.

Issues → Needs → Goals
Recognition of needs/concerns underlying the client’s
presented issues
2. Exploration and understanding of such needs/concerns
3. Collaborative negotiation with client to establish
goals/directions with reference to such needs/concerns
1.

2.

Shared Understanding of Process/Tasks


3.

Comes after shared understanding of purpose and
direction of therapy

Emotional responsiveness → Emotional Bond

1.

2.

Recognizing the client’s major needs/concerns
 Listen carefully to access client’s needs/concerns – every
presenting issue or reported episode conveys them
 Communicating understanding of them
 Negotiate therapeutic goals/directions on the basis of
such understanding
Emotional Responsiveness
 Attuning to the client emotionally
 “Getting” the emotional message
 Responding: Emotional/empathic understanding
communicated to the client

1. Practitioner brings in a conceptual framework (clinical
practice theory) for the client‐practitioner dyad to make
sense of the client’s situation and issues.
2. Through clinical interaction, the client begins to identify
patterns (narrative, motivational, cognitive, emotional, or
behavioral) believed to be responsible for producing and/or
maintaining the problem(s). There is a varying sense of
ownership and control regarding these patterns.

1. The client begins to examine and question the value of
dysfunctional narrative, motivational, cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral patterns.
2. The client explores new alternatives. This is sometimes
associated with a more or less deliberate attempt to stop
old dysfunctional patterns.
3. Initial experimentation with new patterns brings positive
change (increased mastery of internal processes and/or
the environment, realization of personal goals, improved
interpersonal and/or social functioning).

1. Finding personal gratification in these changes. The client
becomes increasingly motivated and able to dissociate
from old patterns and to adopt new strategies.
2. The complaints, problems, or symptoms initially presented
are significantly decreased according to subjective
appraisal and/or objective measure.
3. Positive changes in interpersonal and social functioning
associated with a growing sense of mastery and strength
(self‐efficacy).
4. The client feels self‐sufficient and is ready to leave .



Alliance building: goals, tasks, and emotional bond



Listening and understanding







Wish, goals, desire
Cognitive pattern/style
Emotional response
Behavioral strategies

Communication of understanding, acceptance,
empathy, confidence and positive expectancy



Human needs: polythetic and intersecting constructs
 Survival needs: nutrients, stimulation, security
 Comfort and pleasure
 Action, expression, actualization
 Social inclusion, acceptance, community
 Connection, affiliation, intimacy
 Sense‐making and cognitive order, mastery and control
 Esteem, identity, self‐image
 Access, tokens, instrumentation



What we need and what we want ‐ The roles of social
learning and cognition



Desire and social regulation



Internalized prohibitions and the unconscious, barriers,
disempowerment, and immobilization



Teleological displacement and/or shift



Connection, engagement, ownership



Identification: Listening for wish and desire



Opening up and facilitation, creating space for the
articulation of wish and desire



Suspension of social regulation and disciplinary practice



Facilitation of engagement, connection, and ownership



Activation: (re)imagination, enactment, expressive
techniques

Beck’s Cognitive Therapy
• Arbitrary Inference
• Selective Abstraction
• Overgeneralization
• Magnification and Minimization
• Personalization
• Absolutistic, Dichotomous or Black‐and‐White Thinking

• Confusion
• Rigid belief system
• Cognitive style
• Difficulty in recognition and/or representation
• Dysfunction, deterioration
• Intellectualization
• Major distortion: e.g., paranoia, delusions

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Guided Discovery
Search for idiosyncratic meaning
Labeling of inaccurate inferences or distortions
Collaborative empiricism
Examining explanations for other people’s behavior
Scaling
Reattribution
Deliberate exaggeration
Examining behavioral costs and gains
Decatastrophizing








Information giving and direct learning
Ungluing, deconstructing assumptions and frames
Reframing
Narrativizing, articulating
Linguistic modulation and transformation
Progressive cognitive reconstruction
 re‐presentation
 drawing connections, showing relations
 identification of patterns
 thematization
 interpretation



Excessive, deficient, and inappropriate expression



Emotional scheme ‐ connected to bodily functions



Emotion as cognitively mediated



Emotion as a conditioning factor of cognition



Heterogeneity, conflict, and ambivalence



Narrative strategies
 reflection of feelings
 articulation, verbalization
 narrative modulation
 authoring, journaling



Active and expressive strategies
 two‐chair method
 psychodrama
 catharsis
 expressive techniques and symbolic processes
 Bodywork

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Create/maintain space, allowing (dis‐prohibition)
Awareness, identification/recognition, getting the felt‐
sense, bodily sensation, experiencing
Articulation (includes: naming, labeling, describing,
symbolization, metaphors)
Ownership (can move through dis‐identification)
Expression: Private or interpersonal, verbal or non‐verbal,
symbolic
Ventilation or catharsis – restoring equilibrium
Self‐acceptance – mastery and self‐efficacy
Transformation, reconstruction, and resolution (conflict,
ambivalence, trauma) – often involves cognitive processing

1.

Reconstructive psychotherapy

2.

Gestalt two‐chair methods

3.

Progressive skills learning and development:






Awareness exercises (e.g., bodywork), getting connected
Journaling, articulation through expressive technique and
creative arts (e.g., photography, drawing)
Emotional self‐management: expression and ventilation,
equilibrium and pleasure
Emotional communication and expression skills in
interpersonal context
Resolving conflicts and ambivalence



Clinical problems are behaviors that are either ineffective
or inappropriate for meeting personal needs



It is the behavior, not the need, that is problematic



New behaviors that is effective and appropriate (strategies
and skills) will replace dysfunctional ones



Behavioral skills can be learned systematically



A learning system developed by A. Ka Tat Tsang (2005) based
on Social Cognitive Theory and earlier work on Social Skills
Training



Focused on behavioral change following MCM thinking



Please visit: http://ssld.kttsang.com

1. Problem translation and functional analysis: reformulate
clinical issues into learning objectives
2. Generating and designing goal‐directed Strategies and skills
3. Systematic learning through


Observation or symbolic mediation



Rehearsal, role play, and feedback



Practice



Report, review, reformulation or evaluation



Assessment of respective domains within the integrated
approach, and their inter‐relationships



Identify the key domains requiring change



Imagine an individualized change sequence for the client
through exploration of
 nature of clinical issue/problem
 client characteristics: age, response style, coping strategy,
strength and vulnerabilities, expectation



The change sequence can involve multiple domains

1.

Maintain sufficient narrative space and follow the client

2.

Re‐presenting with content covering multiple domains, and
see how the client picks up different pieces

3.

Start with where the client is most likely to engage, with
least likelihood of resistance

4.

When it is not clear, it is advisable to try our best to return to
what the client needs, focusing on articulating the client’s
agenda: needs, wishes, wants, desires, goals



Often the client’s circumstances and presentation span over
many domains
 Biological: neurotransmitters, energy level, physical complains
 Motivation: loss of interest, lethargy, unmet needs, internalized





aggression
Emotion: Sadness, agitation, disinterest
Cognition: Negative framing, negative self-talk
Behavior: withdrawal, reduced activity
Environment: deprivation, trauma, oppression, overwhelming
demand, loss (e.g., immigration, homophobia, death of lovedone, unemployment)



If client presents complaints in multiple areas, it’s usually
good to first focus on the client’s needs, wants, desires, goals



In engaging with the client, always try to recognize the
emotional and affective content in the client’s presentation



In our re-presentation, translate complains in different
domains into goals to be achieved, e.g.:
 It would be better if your boss gives you more helpful feedback

(and is not that harsh on you)
 You would like to be able to handle those homophobic comments
 You really miss having someone to talk to
 Although you don’t think it’s likely, you wish you could have the
zest again

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draws on client needs and clinical objectives, research and
clinical knowledge, not just on personal preference
Builds and expands own repertoire of clinical skills, guided
by a coherent conceptual framework
Combines flexibility with a clear sense of direction and
change sequence
Makes moment-by-moment decisions
Respects client uniqueness and responds to multiple
variables and contingencies
Addresses intersecting diversities with due consideration
for the client’s experience and identity performance
Maximizes client agency and input

Email: k.tsang@utoronto.ca
Website: http://kttsang.com/
Related Sites
http://kttsang.com/about_mcm/Brief_Intro_to_MCM.pdf
http://kttsang.com/ssld/
http://www.socialwork.utoronto.ca/faculty/bios/tsang.htm

